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Waste of time?
Recyclers angered their
materials end up in dump
By CAM SIMPSON

and MIKE CHAMBERS
Staff writers

s Jennifer Jacobs and Meg Grimier teeter-totter Wednesday at the. Alpha Gamma Delta
to raise money for the f ul'enile Diabetes Foundation in a 24-hourfund-raiser.

elebration may be dropped
YCAMPBELL

y Eastern students are accustomed to
out the spring semester with a bang
Celebration Weekend, but this year
ces of having the three-day festival
ingout.
ghn Jaineke, dean of Eastern 's fine arts
nt, said a seven-member administrancil, made up of members of the art
e arts departments, will recommend to
lebration Planning Committee that the
nd festivities be canceled for the 1991
semester.
recommendation will be presented to
members of the planning committee at
up's Oct. 18 meeting.
festival, which is traditionally held on
t weekend in April, has drawn as many
,000 people in the past. It presents a
e variety of entertainment, including

international foods as well as music and art.
Celebration Weekend, which usually costs
about $30,000 to present, has been funded
mostly from a variety of non-university support groups. In the past, the Illinois Art
Council has been a major contributor to the
yearly festival, adding about $10,000 annually.
But, Jaineke said the application for this
year's Celebration Weekend grant request for
the art council was overlooked until a few
days before the March deadline. "We knew
we couldn't get it in on time," he said, adding
that the grant application would take nearly a
week to receive the needed signatures.
The celebration, which relies on food and
craft booth fees, admissions to some events
and soda sales for income, could face serious
financial trouble.
Added with a $2,000 loss on last year's
Celebration Weekend, Jaineke said the
•Continued on page 2

Roy Lanham thought he had a good idea.
With heightened awareness about environmental issues surrounding last April's
Earth Day celebration, Lanham, director of
Eastern's Newman Catholic Community,
asked his organization's members to recycle some of their trash to preserve natural
resources while also preserving precious
landfill space.
Now, however, Lanham says the efforts
were "a large volume of waste."
Lanham and other local recyclers were
angered to learn Wednesday that a lot of
the recyclable materials they've been placing in the "Recycle Us" collection bins at a
local grocery store were ending up exactly
where they didn't want them: Buried in one
of the local landfills.
That revelation came at Tuesday's
Charleston City Council meeting, when
Carl Ball Sr., the operator of the "Recycle
Us" bins placed at Wilb Walker's
Supermarket, 1460 E. Lincoln Ave., said
that he has been unable to find markets for
muclr of the recyclables over the last few
months.
Instead, Ball said he's been burying a lot
of the recyclables in the ERC Landfill,
which he owns. He is also the owner and
operator of Kleenwell Disposal, one of two
major local trash haulers.
Ball told the council Tuesday night that
the markets for his recyclable materials
have dried up. His statements were in
response to efforts by Charleston resident
Michael Kuo, who is trying to organize a
citywide curbside recycling program.
"My company finds that it's a total negative right now," Ball told the council members. "Except for aluminum, we absolutely
can't get rid of other materials."
That's the revelation that angered environmentalists and recyclers alike, who said
that Ball's "Recycle Us" bins left the misleading impression that all materials placed

there were being recycled.
Alan Baharlou, head of Eastern 's geology department and a local environmental
activist, said: "Many people will be very
disappointed, it's like stealing their trust,
especially the young people because they
learn from us ... If that's true, it shouldn't
be taken lightly. It is awful."
Said Lanham: "I wish (Ball) would have
been honest ... It kind of ticks me off. It's
really unfortunate and disheartening."
His group's efforts will be halted until
they can find a new place to ship their recyclables.
Ball could not be reached for comment
Wednesday, but his son, Carl Ball Jr.,
defended his company's actions. He said
that, "we have never hidden anything, we
have been straight up on it all the way."
When asked why the "Recycle Us" containers remain in public despite the landfrlling of materials placed in them, Ball said:
"We haven't pulled the containers in so that
the public can be geared up for the volume
when the market gets better. But we have
always said that it would have to be landfilled until the markets get there."
It was unclear Wednesday just how
much recyclable material from the
"Recycle Us" bins has been dumped into
the landfill.
While the recent push toward recycling
has created a glut. for some materials, particularly newspapers, other operators say
there are still prosperous area markets for
recyclables.
They say they've been able to capitalize
on them, making recycling not only feasible, but also profitable.
Mark Loughmiller, director of the
Community Recycling Center in Champaign, said the only materials he's having a
hard time getting rid of are bundles of
newsprint.
Currently, Loughmiller said it is costing
him $1.25 per ton to have newsprint recycled. However, he also said the revenues he
• Continued on page 2

astern losing internship race Services on campus
• Peer Helper proaltered for Fall Break
gram helps minori-

ompared to the other four
d of Governors universities,
tern is falling behind in the
to retain minority students.
!though minority students at
schools are given equal
rtunity for the system's minintemship program, the low
entage of minority students at
m has other schools running
y with the bulk of the interns each year. The internships
stem, which are offered only
limited amounts, provide
erclassmen with $1.000 a
th.
Eastern has the smallest numof minorities in the BOG sys. therefore, Chicago State,
ernors State. Northeastern

ties adjust. Page 3
and Western receive more than
double the amount of interns over
Eastern each year," said Johnetta
Jones, Eastern 's director of
minority student affairs and AfroAmerican studies.
In fiscal year 1990, BOG universities were each allocated five
internships. The remainder of the
internships in the pool were distributed based on the percent of
minority enrollment at each university for the fall semester of the
previous year.
According to the steering committee for the BOG Minority

Internship Program, Eastern
received seven internships in fiscal
year 1990 and six in fiscal year
199 l. Chicago State University and
Northeastern Illinois University
each received between 13 and 18.
The recent minority task force
commissioned by Eastern President Stan Rives notes overall
enrollment has recently reached
an all-time high of I 0,667 students. A study published early
this semester by the task force
indicates Eastern "has failed to
come close to the 1976 record
enrollment of 696 minority students."
However. minority enrollment
this fall hit 70 l, breaking the
1976 record-enrollment mark.
The 70 l mark is up from an
enrollment of 684 minority stu4'

Continued 011 page 2

As students prepare to leave
campus in celebration of Fall
Br~ak, several campus buildings are also preparing to limit
their services.
All residence hall food services will be consolidated into
Taylor Hall Food Service, and
meal hours are as follows:
Friday~ breakfast, 8:30 to 9~30
a.m.; lunch. 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.; and dinner, 5 to 6 p.m.
On Saturday. there will be n-0
breakfast. but a special brunch
will be served from 11 :30 a.m.
to 12:30 p..m. and dinner will
be from 5 to 6 p .rn. Sunday
breakfast will be from 8 to 9:30

a.m. and lunch from noon to I

p.m.
Hours for the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union will
be from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday,
10 a.m. to IO p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. McDonald's in the
University Union will bre closed
for the entire weekend.
Booth Library wilJ maintain
its regular hours of 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. hiday and Saturday and
1:30 to 11 :45 p.m. Sunday.
In addition. the Daily East- ·
ern News will not publish
Friday. but will resume publication Monday.
- Staff report
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Southern Illinois Guard unit to ship out for Saudi
CAIRO (AP) - The l 244th
National Guard Transportation
Company unit from this
Southern Illinois community has
been notified it will ship out to
Saudi Arabia later this month,
soldiers say.
The unit's 135 members were
placed on active duty Sept. 18 by
President Bush. They shipped
out to Fort Benjamin Harrison
near Indianapolis two days later,

where they have been training.
"I guess everybody is a little
apprehensive about what's
happening, but it's our job," said
Sgt. Gary Johnson of Goreville.
The troops were told last week
they would be leaving Indianapolis for Saudi Arabia about
Oct. 18, Johnson said. Their
exact destination hasn't been
disclosed.
The unit is in charge of nine

tractor-trailer rigs, 14 trailers and
45 trucks that can carry five tons
of equipment and people each.
The unit spent Tuesday loading
the desert-camouflage-colored
trucks onto trains that left for
New Jersey.
Back in Cairo, the troops'
spouses have formed a family
support group and are busy
answering questions about the
deployment, said Barbara Will-

• From page 1
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department would be taking a huge financial risk. To compensate
for the loss of funds, the department was forced to borrow
money from other budgetary allotted funds, including
scholarship money.
Jaenike said there are several alternatives to having
Celebration Weekend in the spring semester, adding that it could
be held in the fall of 1991. Or, the festival could be dropped for
one year and brought back in 1992.
While workers at the physical plant constructed new food
booths last year, most of the substantial support for the festival
comes from external sources.
Although the Celebration Weekend has earned extra funds by
asking for admission contributions, the amount of money raised
has been declining.
"I'm afraid the quality (of entertainment) has been dropping
in recent years," he said. "And the funding is getting harder and
harder to get."
Jaenike said an alternative suggestion to boost profit intake is
to charge admission to get on the Celebration Weekend grounds.
This would not only raise extra funds, but it would also show if
people are willing to spend money to take advantage of the
entertainment offered, he added. "It isn't worthwhile if people
aren't coming."
Jaenike said he expects a mixed reaction from the planning
commission to the recommendation. "There will probably be
some that
·say 'It's about time,"' he added.

will

receives from recycling aluminum and other
materials pay for having the newsprint recycled.
"There's definitely a market out there if someone
is looking for it," he said. His company contracts
with the cities of Champaign and Urbana to handle
their recyclables. At one time, the ChampaignUrbana program was considered a model pilot effort
for the nation.
According to Loughmiller, the only way Ball
could be having difficulty finding markets for his

.,. From page 1

dents. Minorities 6 percent of Eastern 's student
population and the report indicates that 25 percent of
the minority students graduate, while the graduation
rate for majority students is more than 60 percent.
"Seeing that 90 percent of Eastern's minority
students are from the Chicago area, I see the location
as being one of our problems with attracting and
retaining minority students," Jones said.
"We have a 'Jack of critical mass.' We need to
recruit but we don't have enough minorities here to
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make the newcomers feel comfortable," she added .
Jones said financial barriers present a third prob!
for Eastern minorities.
"Lack of financial incentive may be the bigg
problem because Eastern is underfunded and ca
afford even to attract students with financial earnin
"Illinois State University goes out to get the
and the brightest students in the state because it
offer various types of financial support."
"If you had a choice to attend a school that offe
a waiver on tuition or a very nice campus, whi
would you choose?" Jones said.
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Chicago Dog, fries,
& Small Drink
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materials is if he's "not doing the volume to make ·
worthwhile to ship."
By using only bins to collect material
Loughmiller said, it would be difficult for anyone
come up with the volume necessary to mak
recycling worthwhile.
"A lot of people put these bins out and then the
put (recyclables) into the landfill because they aren
getting the profits they expected to get," Loughmill
said. "They are much more profit-oriented a
they're finding that the profits aren't there."

BOG

JOG into
for a

/t

spokesman for the fort.
Before the Cairo unit dep
members will be briefed
Saudi Arabian culture and gi
more training in nucl
biological and chemical w
Randt said.
Lt. Brian Brewer, the comp
commander, urged families
send the troops mail and cooki
especially the kind that wo
melt in the Persian Gulf heat.

Waste of time?

Celebration
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iams, wife of l st Sgt. Thomas
Williams of Cairo.
"We know it is something that
they have to do," Williams said
Wednesday. "They have our
support."
She said families may be able
to see the troops next weekend at
Fort Benjamin Harrison.
The troops are expected to
spend about six months on active
duty, said John Randt, a
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atalysts
nvironmental seminar
lanned for Champaign
environmental "catalysts" this
kend when they participate in
tional student environmental
is.
he conference, titled "Catt, the National Student Envirental Conference," will feaactor Robert Redford, coner rights advocate Ralph
r and the Rev. Jesse Jackson
is expected to draw about
people.
e 15 students, members of
tern Illinois Students and
munity Concerned About
, will attend different workwhich include starting recyg programs, action against
station of rain forests, grass
ts organizing and media and

the environment.
"We were able to get about 15
people to go," said EISCAPP
President Diane Klegg. "(Then)
when we all come back we can
tell each other all about it (the
varied subjects)."
Other scheduled speakers
include Caesar Chavez, president
of the National United Farm e.
Workers and a Saturday night
concert featuring the BoDeans,
Billy Bragg and CastleberryDuPree.
Klegg said the conference
begins Friday at noon and registration is still under way.
"People can still go," Klegg
said. "They can just register when
they get there."
Registration is being held at the
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff photographer
University of Illinois Assembly
Hall and the $15 fee does not
include admission to the concert, Eastern employees John Stin and Alan Finch spruce up the area near the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Klegg said.
Union Walkway by planting shrubs Wednesday afternoon .

All spruced up

Editor's note: Evette Pearson is a sophomore journalism major from Chicago. A
minority student, she has been through
Eastern's Peer Helper program, designed
to help minorities adjust to college life.
Now in its fifth year, the program has benefitted more than JOO students. This is her
first-hand account of how it helped he1:

By EVETTE PEARSON
Activities editor

eek of plans to raise
cohol awaren·ess set
under way for Alcohol
ness Week, a national event aimed at
ting campuses about alcohol issues
omoting non-alcoholic games and
'ties.
all-campus event, which begins Oct.
·11 offer a variety of activities, contests
ers throughout the week, said Joe
urdy, president of Boost Alc0hol
iousness Concerning the Health of
ity Students (BACCHUS), a campus
· lion sponsoring the event.
ng the events planned for the week
window painting contest and a bulboard contest sponsored by the resihalls and a non-alcohol beer tent on
J.ibrary Quad sponsored by BAC-

S.
owever, the week's main event will be
Designated Driver Kick-Off program
'ng a balloon launch, McCurdy said.
portant speeches also will be given by
m President Stan Rives and Student
President Dan Riordan on Oct. 18 on
Library Quad.
o-sponsored by Student Government
various other campus organizations,
ol Awareness Week is 'StiU.in .the
ning stages. Mccurdy said, with the

next two weeks being devoted toward gearing up for the all-campus event.
"BACCHUS is a campus student organization which advocates responsible decision making concerning the use or non-use
of alcohol within the limits of the law,"
Mccurdy said.
The group's main goal is to provide
alcohol awareness programs for students
all year long, offering alternatives to drinking, he added.
In addition to Alcohol Awareness Week,
BACCHUS will be working on many other
events and activities throughout the school
year.
The Designated Driver Program works
with Student Government to provide soft
drinks for students who don't want to drink
and drive. Cups are sold for 50 cents and may
be refilled for 25 cents at any bar in town.
Recently, teachers asked members of the
BACCHUS Outreaching committee to visit
their respective freshman seminars to talk
with students about alcohol issues,
McCurdy said.
And new to the list of BACCHUS committees this year is GAMMA (Greeks
Advocating Mature Management of
Alcohol) which works with greek members
and the Panhellenic Council to talk about
· ,aJlp: <;h;:al with aJ~ohol issue~. Mccurdy
said.

Entering a predominantly white university like Eastern can be an unbearable
challenge for minorities, who comprise
about 6 percent of the student body.
But the Peer Helper program helps
minorities cope with the problems of
adjusting to college life, meeting people
of different origins and mostly, it helps
you learn to be yourself.
I enrolled in the Peer Helper program
during my first year at Eastern when I
lived in Carman Hall, also known as
Eastern 's "Cabrini Green." where most of
the campus freshmen dwell. If walking
across the tundra to get to my classes
wasn't bad enough, I still had to get over
the feelings of "starting all over again"
with my life.
I found out about the Peer Helper program, which debuted in 1985 to combat
the problems minority students face as
they adjust from high school to college.
Until this year, the program has drawn
participation primarily from black students. Now, its 68 clients include
Hispanic students also.
My peer helper was James Hardwick,
who is now a graduate student studying
industrial engineering. He always managed to be around when I needed him and
even on some occasions when I didn't.
For me, as for several other students
rm sure, one of my worst fears was the
first day of registration.
I had a handful of problems trying to
simultaneously take care of my class
schedule, housing and financial aid.
If it weren't for James, I might not
have survived that day.
For starters. he took me to offices I never
knew existed and threw some charm on
secretaries that couldn't be duplicated.
B"y the time the day was over, I was reg-

He helped me make the
adjustment to college life •
by introducing me to people and helping me choose
the right classes.
Eric Pittman

''

istered for my classes and really didn't
have any scrapes or bruises. The first three
weeks of the program are the key to retaining minority students on campus.
Currently about 11 percent of them who
begin their college career at Eastern
remain at Eastern.
"This program helps incoming freshman get off on the right foot because
there is someone there who cares what
happens in your life and is willing to
make sure that everything is in the correct order," said James Gentry, a sophomore who has been a Peer Helper client.
"Whether they know it or not, the program also helps with getting good grades
and maintaining school work because
they make sure that you get into your
studies," he added.
The peer helpers and their clients usually become friends, and the clients usually look up to their peer helpers for
information, help and consultation.
James went above and beyond the call of
duty when he adopted my roommate and a
friend when their peer helper didn't show
up. He would bring my roommate soup
and orange juice when she was sick and
then walk her to night class in Coleman
Hall every Monday.
"He helped me make the adjustment to
college life by introducing me to people
and helping me choose the right classes:·
said Eric Pittman, a freshman who also
has been a clie~• in the program.
Hardwick is not the only peer helper in
the program.
This year there are 17 other dedicatecl
peer helpers. and 68 clients who spend
time bowling. attending picnics and
enjoying each others company just as I
had done with .Hardwick a year ago .

t'
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Skin color tells others who you ar·

News

Adoption is a growing concern in America as more and
more couples are adopting
children at birth. One factor
that's Important to note is that
a lot of these adoptive parents
are adopting children of dlfJi
ferent races: blacks adopting
white children and whites "
adopting black children.
There Is nothing wrong with
this, except some parents Wendell
shelt-er these adoptive children Hutson
from their own race. That's - - - - - - - •
where the problem begins. ·
If a black child attends an all-white school, lives In
a white neighborhood and attends white social
events, it Is fair to assume that this child will be more
conducive to a white environment and may grow up
thinking he's white. This is not the child's fault, it Is
the parents' fault. They should expose them to the
world, not just their portion or perception of the
world.
On a recent episode of the "Oprah Winfrey
Show," this topic was discussed. The main argument
centered around the fact that these children grow up
not knowing their heritage. How can a black person
being raised in this backward world not know who
Malcom X is? As awful as it may seem, there are
some blacks who do not know what Malcom X, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. or Rosa Parks are famous for.
That's just as bad as a white child growing up not
knowing who George Washington is.
So many Eastern students label adoptive children
geared toward other races as "Sell-outs," "Uncle
Toms" and "Oreos." This is ·America and everyone
has the right to choose his or her own lifestyle, but
when you, whether you are black or white, walk

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
· of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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German people
reunited under
single banner
Civil violence is disrupting South Africa as
blacks kill blacks.
Iraq is in Kuwait and the United States is in
Saudi Arabia and lines are getting thicker
between the two sides.
·
On Capitol Hill, members of our own
government are fighting to preserve their
own ideas as they fight for a budget deal.
Martin and Simon and
Hartigan and Edgar all
appear to hate each other
and will say whatever they can to beat out
the other.
i · ·W hat a crazy world.
,B ut.headlines in yesterday's papers give
new reassurances that some efforts are being
made for a better world. Tuesday marked the
reunification of Germany. East Germany no
longer exists, nor does West Germany. No
more lines, just Germany.
This comes only 11 months after the fall of
the Berlin Wall and after 45 years of Cold War
division.
Of course there are still differences to be
worked out.
Some people aren't happy. German police
arrested several rioters who were protesting
the unification. And France is worried about
the balance of power in Europe now that
Germany is the second largest country in
Europe. But these fears are only natural.
The destruction of the boundaries between
East Germany and West Germany came
relatively quick. It was good to see the
people take it upon themselves to reunite
under one nation. Now they must slow down
and work out differences and dispel people's
fears.
'
It's a positive sign that the rest of the
world should pick up on.
Germany is setting an example that the
rest of the world can follow.
People in the world could follow if they
weren't so _interested in their own ideologies
and respected each other.
More people around the world should
s,tand up to governments and demand what
they want, and not accept what politicians
try to pawn off on them.

ti

around without recognizing your own race,
insulting. There are some blacks who act more w
than whites themselves. The same holds true
some white Eastern students. If it wasn't for theirs
color you wouldn't be able to tell what race th
belong to. This is why it is so important to ex
these children to their own culture regardless of t
parents' race.
All of this falls back on upbringing. Why adop
black child and not have literature on blacks at h
attend some black events and talk about past a
present prominent blacks? Because if you send
child to a predominately white school, his chances
learning significant Information about this heritage
zero.
I don't care how a person talks, walks, dresses
behaves, their skin color identifies who they are.
what if some blacks listen to rock n' roll instead
rap, voted for George Bush instead of Jesse Jae
and watch Johnny Carson instead of Arsenio Hall?
some students may see it, it's perfectly natural.
isn't natural is how they treat their own peo
Walking past each other without speaking. This
very typical for a lot of minorities on Easter
campus. Examples and role models have the bi
impact on a young child growing up.
Madonna once said in a interview with J
Magazine that when she was growing ups
wanted to be black. She said that because she gr
up In a black neighborhood, it felt only natural
want to become a part of the group.
·
Until the growing number of couples adopt!
babies of different races change their way of chi
rearing, · America will soon have two new race
Uncle Toms and Oreos.
- Wendell Hutson is a staff writer and a g
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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What luck for rulers that men
do not think.
Adolf Hitler

~

Perturbed by police
.ticketing practices

Since the price for a staff parking
permit and a student parking
sticker are identical, should the
service not also be identical?
On ~nother topic, the quote of
the day in the Sept. 23 edition of
The Daily Eastern News read
"Blood is thicker than water." Andy Gibb.
Misquoting late entertainers to
induce individuals to donate blood
is tacky and in poor taste.
The correct quote is "Love is
thicker than water."

for wit and"humor.
However, only the author
"Horseshoes and Hand Grena
attained their goals (as they us
do).
So to the authors of "Bullsho
leave this advice: Give it up. Yi
not funny.

Dear editor:
During the spring 1990 semester, I drove to campus every day
and parked without. displaying a
parking sticker of any sort. On all
but seven occasions I parked in a
lot designated for student use.
While parked in such a lot, I
never was awarded a ticket.
However, the other seven in stances I parked in an almost empty
The Daily Eastern News
staff lot because the lots for students
Robert E. Marchant courages letters to the edl
T
concerning any local, state, nati
were full, not to mention two miles
Vt
or international issues.
from campus. On five of these seven
occurences, I was given a tid<et.
Letters should contain less
Although this was not a scien350 words.
tifically conducted experiment, a Dear editor:
For the letter to be .printed,
In the Sept. 28 edition of The riame of the authors, in additio
condusion can be drawn about how
much time the campus police spend
Verge, I read a column called "Bull - the authors address and teleph
walking through staff parking areas shot ." I read this after reading
number, must also be included.
compared to that of patrolling
"Horseshoes and Hand Grenades."
Anonymous letters will not
st:iQ~Qtlots:
.
. ·• .. .....
•Th.e autho~
,IJ?~hcz?J~':l!1:> .>~r}i.:~~--· ,· pri nt~c! .. . .
.
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Letter policy

One 'erge column
may be Off-target
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rofessors seek
ea Ith legislation
Eastern professors
pressed outrage at the United
tes' health care system during
Wednesday press conference at
e Martin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union.
The conference was held in contion with National Health Care
lion Day, a nationwide effort to
sh legislation for more affordable
efficient health care.
"It's an ethical issue," said Larry
rsen, a professor in the political
'ence department. He claimed the
'ted States is the only industrial
untry other.Ahan South Africa
does not guarantee all citizens
ss to health care.
Jim Buffet, director of the
paign for Better Health Care,
'd the major problem with the
merican system is that "we
nd too much and get too lit," Of the $700 billion that will
spent on health care this year,
said an estimated $100-UO
'lion will be lost due to waste

Duffet idealized the "public/private" health care system of Canada,
in which there is only one insurance
company, government-owned, and
health care is 40 percent cheaper
than in the United States.
Health care will soon become
the key issue in the labor movement, predicted Rich Dulka,
President of the Mid-Eastern
Illinois Labor Council, an associate profess9r in foreign language.
Dulka said it is becoming
"increasingly difficult" for fabor ~
unions to negotiate for health
care, and that for the 37 million
Americans who don't have health
insurance, "the alternative is to
die, in many cases."
Along with Thorsen , Duffett
and Dulka, economics instructor
Mark Weisbrot urged citizens to
send their congressmen BandAids and a brief message demanding "No more Band-Aid
reforms!" and to encourage legisANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff photographer
lators to co-sponsor a national
health care bill, which proposes a
health care system similar to An Eastern worker trims the Library Quad lawn Wednesday aftern6on, when temperatures reached the low
80s before yielding to showers.
Canada's.

Mow better blues

ood, bad points found in 'Finn'
American novel that has been banned
some Illinois schools will be disd Thursday and Friday by a six-mempanel from Eastern 's faculty.
Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn,"
· h has been criticized as both racist and
'st, will be the topic of a speech
sday by Ray Browne, a popular cul~nd literary theorist.
e will discuss how the book is a mixe of good and bad." said Audrey
wards, an associate professor in sec-

ondary education and foundation. She
added Browne would discuss tbe book as a
"popular book of its day."
The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Library Lecture Room at
Booth Library.
In addition to Browne's lecture, Edwards
said that the panel of Eastern faculty will
discuss "Issues of race and gender in
. "Huckleberry Finn" at 8:30 a.m. Friday in
the Buzzard Auditorium.
Edwards said the panel will discuss
whether "the book is racist and if the book
is sexist." She said that Twain has a negative portrayal of the women in Huckleberry

Finn's life.
'"Huckleberry Finn' is considered by
some to be a racist book," Edwards said.
She said one reason for this assumption is
because of Twain's use of the word "nigger," a word she said was probably considered common use at that time.
Ed~ards added that some people also
believe Twain portrayed the character of
Jim, the runaway slave, as being a fool.
Members of the panel include: John
Allison, an assistant professor of English;
John Haley, an associate professor of history; Roger Whitlow, a professor of English
and Ann Boslow.

portance of literacy to be addressed
he importance of literacy and what
iety can do to improve it will be
ssed Friday during Eastern 's annual
reading conference entitled "Literacy:
ating Language Environments in the
Decade."
e conference, to be held between 8
. and 12:30 p.m. in the Martin Luther
ng Jr. University Union, is aimed at
roving reading instruction, reducing
racy and providing dynamic reading
tructional programs, said Janet Lambert,

director of the Eastern Student Literature
Core.
"It isn't enough to learn how to read,"
Lambert said. "That's not sufficient. We
must not only learn to read, but love to
read."
The keynote speaker for Friday's conference will be Jean Greenlaw, a professor
from the University of North Texas,
Lambert said.
Greenlaw, a recognized authority nationally and internationally in the field of reading education, will address this year's
theme, stressing that literacy is much more
than reading and writing.

tonite at
TONIGHT AT

THIRSTY'S
FEATURES

A variety of small group presentations
including reading learning centers, study
skills, effective school research and using
children's literature in social studies will be
offered during the conference.
Those wishing to attend the conference
will be required to pay a registration fee ,
Lambert said. Members of local reading
councils will pay $4 while non-council members pay $5 and Eastern students pay $2.
The conference is sponsored by the
College of Education, the East CentralEastern Reading Council, the Regional
Superintendent's Office and Houghton
Mifflin Co.

:Mother's

WEIU-TV to carry
Edgar, Hartigan
debate Thursday
By DAVE COMERFORD
Staff writer

In order to promote political awareness, WEIU-TV will be airing a live
debate Thursday between gubernatorial
candidates Jim Edgar and Neil Hartigan.
"This is the first time we have run a program of this type, and it will give WEIU a
chance to provide good public service to
the community," said Ken Beno, station
manager for WEIU. "No one else in the
area is running the program."
The debate will air at 10:30 p.m. from
Chicago and will be rebroadcast
Saturday at 2 p.m.
"I think it will be an interesting debate,"
Beno said. "It gives people a chance to get
to know the candidates better."
The debate between Edgar and
Hartigan will be the first in a series
sponsored by the Women's League of
Voters, Beno said.
Other scheduled debates will feature
candidates running for various state
offices including secretary of state, treasurer, comptroller, senator, attorney general and lieutenant governor.
"People need to know how (the candidates) look, and normally you don ' t get a
chance to hear from the others," Beno
said.

SPECIALS

$2 Pitchers

Thursday is:

(Lite & Genuine Draft)

DRAFTPlusNIGHT

$ I Longnecks
$1 Coco-Rhum

Am-a retto -Sours
57 - T Birds
75~

(a blend of Puerto Rican and
other rums. Coconut and other
natural flavors) .

25ct Hot Dogs

Friday & Saturday:

20 oz Drafts

SIDE DOWN BAR
SHOOTER BAR
OLAND GAMES

Blue Tail Fly _____ _
Sloe Gin Fizz

SOUTH 4th. ST. CURVE 345-4546

Don't touch that iron !
When Byrd's can do it for you
Trousers, Shirts, Blouses, Skirts $1 per

D.J.

75¢

No Cover
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Housing director
presented award
for dedication
By ELENA ANGELOS
Staff writer

Eastern's director of housing
was honored recently by RoseHulman Institute of Technology
for his contributions to the student affairs profession.
Lou Hencken, also Eastern's
assistant vice president for student affairs, was presented the
1990 Dean Ralph Ross Award
on Aug. 20. He is the award's
sixth recipient.
"It was very much an honor,"
Hencken said of the award.
Glenn Williams, vice president of student affairs, said
Hencken was given the award
because of three factors:
Eastern's long record of housing
awards on the district, regional
and national level, expanded
campus housing and fiscal
responsibility.
After Hencken accepted the
award, he addressed resident
assistants at Rose-Hulman about
the students of the 1990s and the
problems they might encounter.
Hencken said the challenges
of the '90s include looking at
students closely enough to recognize differences between
them. He added that safety,
diversity and competition for
students are other issues for the
future.
In 1989, Hencken was the
recipient of the Distinguished
Service Award presented by the
Great Lakes Association of
.-. ;College and University Housing
Officers. He also was awarded
the University Service Award
from Eastern.
"Lou is a good human and I
think that's the first qualification
for any kind of leadership role or
administrative role," Williams
said. "He's a good individual.
He starts out with a positive idea
in mind, starts out to make a better situation with everything.
And that's important."
"What makes a difference in
administration above all other
things is the person you are," he
added.
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ISU
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Terre Haute
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TERRE HAUTE
234-8555

®

870 Springhill

234-4940

CHAMPAIGN
398-6800

UOFI
384-6400

60 N. Brown

1803 W. Kirby

Urbana

GREENCASTLE
653-8433
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TERRE HAUTE
KARA DRISCOLL
Happy 19th B-day!

Hope You SCORE?!
Love, Your
Toomates-GETOUT!!

200 S. Vine

550 S. Century
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Store owner Police: Stabbing victim
may have known her killer
convicted
of obscenity
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) - An all-white jury Wednesday convicted a record store
owner of obscenity for selling a
sexually explicit album by the
black rap group 2 Live Crew that
had been banned by a federal
judge.
The panel of five women and
one man took only 2 1/2 hours to
return the verdict against Charles
Freeman, 31. The misdemeanor
conviction carries a possible oneyear jail sentence and $1,000
fine. Broward County Judge Paul
Backman set sentencing for Nov.

2.
"I'm absolutely stunned by the
verdict," defense attorney Bruce
Rogow said.
Freeman denounced the jurors
as unfair and ignorant of ghetto
life. The departing jurors had no

oomment.

PRINCEfON - A metal object,
perhaps used to kill a 15-year-old
girl in her bedroom as her family
slept, was sent to a crime lab
Wednesday for analysis after being
found in a field near the victim's
home.
Meanwhile, police tried to calm
nervous residents of this north-central Illinois railroad town of 7,300
and said they believe the victim
knew the person who stabbed her to
death.
"I don't feel we have a maniac
running loose out there," Princeton
Police Chief Melvin Hult said
Wednesday. "People here p,,re
scared. I've tried to .assure them-it's
safe to send their kids to school.
"It scares them. We just haven't
had anything like this for 10 or 15
years." The body of Christy Doyle
was found in her room Sunday
morning by her mother and brother.
Hult said she suffered deep chest
wounds, as well as cuts on her

"I felt that the jury paid very
close attention to the evidence,"
said prosecutor Leslie Robson.
"They came back with a verdict
lhat spoke the truth." The Miamibased rap group and its album
"As Nasty as They Wanna Be"
have been at the center of a First
Amendment dispute since June 6,
when a Fort Lauderdale federal
judge ruled their lyrics obscene.
The lyrics have been criticized as
promoting violence against
women.
The federal judge's ruling
banned the sale of the album in
three south Florida counties, but
opened a flood of legal cases
around the country against the

U1l:iarty's

~

today for lunch ...

3 tacos only $ 1.49

$2

neck, hands and arms, which indicate she tried to defend herself from
the attack.
"The severe wounds were in and
around the chest area," Hult said.
Both the victim's parents, James
and Linda Doyle, were home as
well as her 22-year-old brother,
Wade Doyle.
Christy Doyle was last seen by
her father about 11 p.m., as she
went upstairs to her room in the
family's two-story home. Her
blood-covered body was found
about nine hours later.
But none of the family members
or neighbors reported hearing any
screaming or other indications of a
struggle.
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Homecoming Kickoff 1990
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''A Blast to the Past''
Dance

,,

*Good Question will be playing
*Free Food and Soft-Drinl<s

In the South Quad
4:00 - 7:00 1111

UNIVERSITY
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~
Univ. Ballroom) : <>~·
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Daily
News cannot be responsib I e for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately
at 581-2812. A corrected
ad will appear in the next
edition.
All classified advertising must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication.
Any ads processed after 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be cance I ed after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability
if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's, 9031Sth St. MWF, 1-4 p.m.; T,Th, 9
a.m.-noon. Other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
--------~-12/7
Microwave rentals. Carlyle
Rentals. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Attention Students! Are you tired
of getting towed away? Are you
tired of tickets? Off-campus parking available at a monthly rafe.
Call 345-5022 between Sam &
6pm.
------~---00
Typing-laser printer. $1 per page.
258-6840
--~~~~~~ca10/ 1-19

CHARLESTON COPY-X 201 Lincoln, 345-6313. RESUMES,
resume packages, typing copies,
typesetting, much more - LOW
PRICES, large selection of paper.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120-00

Need a paper typed? $1 per
page. Call Vicki 581-2208. Please
give appropriate notice.
------~--~1018
Services Offered: Golden Comb
Beauty & Tanning Salon. 3457530.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1018
Rhythm Guitarist - Saxophone
player looking for Band. Call Bob
345-9432.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
Typing. Work guaranteed. 3451489.

Mini storage rentals. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Available Immediately: Hab Aide
positions caring individuals needed to work with developed mentally disabled adults. Full and
part-time shifts available; mornings 6-9; evenings 3-11 and 11-7
weekends. Apply at 738 18th St.,
Charleston, between, 9am and 4
pm M-F EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17-00
Early morning Circulation Worker
wanted at the Daily Eastern
News. Please apply in Room 127,
Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo. Summer, Yr. round, All Countries, All fields. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Bx 52 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
Reliable person needed to baby
sit with two children 3 p.m.-5:30
p .m. Call 348-8758 after 5:30
p.m .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Available Spring Semester 1 bedroom apt. 1 block from Campus.
348-5338
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Rhythm Guitarist - Saxophone
player looking for Band. Call Bob
345-9432

DIRECTORY

Microwave
Rentals

SERVICES OrnRfD
HELP WANTID
WANTID

only

AoomoN

$59

RIDES/RIDERS

for 9 months

ROOMMAilS
FOR RENT

Carlyle Rentals
348-7746

FOR SALE
LOST

$$$4 .50/ HOUR$$$ Due to
expansion, national marketing
firm has several lucrative positions available for articulate, intelligent, self-motivated individuals.
Permanent part time positions, 30
hours a week, excellent for college students!! $4.50/hour guaranteed. Plus Bonus and Incentives. Monday through Friday - 5
p.m. to 10 p.m .. Saturday - 9p.m.2p.m . Paid training, excellent
working conditions. Call today
and ask for D. Irons. 348-7057
E.O.E.
_'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/4
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS
AT HOME. CALL FOR INFORMATION . 504-641-8003 EXT.
9202.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
Available immediately. Full-time
3-11 . Individual to supervise staff
and developmentally disabled
clients in Residential facility. Must
be aggressive and self-motivated
with good planning and organizational skills. High School diploma
required . But one year of college
preferred. Inquire at 1738 18th St.
Charleston. Monday - Friday 8-4.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
For your convenience, The Daily
Eastern News has a classified
(paid in advance) drop box in the
union. So, send a friend a special
ad to brighten up a day.
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Long
Island
Ice
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FALL 1990
COMMENCEMENT
The Fall 1990 Commencement ceremony will be held at 2
p.m., Sunday, December 9, in
Lantz Gymnasium. Rehearsal
will be at 2 p.m. on Friday,
December 7 in Lantz Fieldhouse.
Instruction packets (including cap and gown mail-order
form) will be mailed to graduate
candidates at their permanent
address in late October. Mail
orders for regalia must reach
Collegiate Cap and Gown represen tative on or before
November 19. Failure to order
regalia signifies that the graduate candidate does not plan to
participate.
College/School marching
order for the ceremony will be:
Graduate School, Adult and
Continuing Education (BOG-BA
degree), Business, Education,
Fine Arts, HPER, Liberal Arts
and Sciences, and Applied Sciences.
All faculty are urged to participate. Each graduate is
asked to invite a faculty member to participate. Department
chairs should verify that they

will be participating for their
department, or advise the
name(s) of their representative(s). Faculty may rent regalia
by contacting the Commencement Office ( 11 O Old Main ,
581 -5982) by November 19.
Daniel E. Thornburgh
Director, University Relations
Commencement Director

1 Indian princess
s Univ. of Calif.
site, with 10
Across
10 See 5 Across
14 Trammell of the
Tigers
1S Decorate
1eActress Virna
17 Zilch
11 Unit of
capacitance
19 It, in Italy
20 Loser in 1972
23 Shirt type
24Sped
:a Part of a TV set
28 Specialty at
U.C.L.A.

31 J . R.'s bailiwick
35 Kin of hie or hoc
37 Not sanguine
38 French historian
40 College at 5 &
10Across
named after
loser to
Eisenhower
43 Painter El - 44 Air: Comb. form
45Art cult
. . Writers Ernest
and Anya
48 Antitoxins
so In the go
position
51 Middle East
bread
53 Literary
monogram
H Loser in 1988

CONSTITUTION
EXAMINATION
The Constitution Examination will be given in the afternoon and evening of Tuesday,
October 16. Register in person
from 11 :00 to 3:00 Monday
through Friday at the booth in
the Union Bookstore Lounge;
bring your EIU ID and $2 for the
fee. The registration period for
this exam in August 20 - October 9.
You may retake this exam
as many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services

Playoff: Game 1

Father Dowling
Mysteries
Gabriel's Fire

Grand

Law & Order

Late Night

~

1·

$250

News
M*A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

Prime Time
Live
News
Love Connection 110:35
Nightline (11 :05)
Into the Nigh1 (11 :35)

LPBA Eastern
Open
Boxing:
Pompey-Lattimer
(welterweights)
Star Shot
SportsCenter
Speedweek

Murder, She
Wrote
Movie:Mirror,
Mirror On the
Wall

Dream of Jeannie
Night Court
Movie:
Washington Affair

Night Court
Ghost Story

Equalizer

Movie (Drama)

------~---1 0

2 subleasors for Spring 199
semester. House on 10th & L'
coin. Parking. $150/month. 3
0878. .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
Apt. space for 2 males, qui
neighborhood near campus.
Utilities furnished. Own roo
345-3771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/3,4,8
The Daily Eastern News Swe
est Day personals will be pu
lished Oct. 19, 1990. Don;t for
to send your sweety an ad!

·;

13 Height: Comb.

form
MPainter-della Francesca
es Kalman
operetta

M Espied
17 Records

18 Catchall abbr.
19 Deuce topper

35

70 Path preceder
71 Kind of job

40
43

DOWN
1 Hit the doorbell
2 Medicinal plant
3 Billionth: Comb.
form
4Likeneon
s Kind of file
•Huxtable and
Reh an
1 Standard
I Pamphlet
•"Susan--"
1937 play '
10 Winner over
Blaine (1884)
and Harrison
(1892)
t1 Start the day
12 U.N. Security
.'€ouncil member
13 National park in
Utah
21 Aitch preceder
22 Emulate D.
Webster

25 Catches flies
HCore group
27 Lease again
nSkyBear
30Quotes
32 Actresses
Eilbacher and
Kirk
33 Battery terminal
34 French
legislature
H Harsh sound
31Simple

41 Where Ephesus
was
42 Jose lturbi was
one
47 " - - the Rear,"
old song
49lnvite
UAka
54 Let up
H Vertical spar

M Bakery worker

S'f Canadian
Indian

sa Family branch
HEndure,in
Edinburgh
eo "Kiss Me,-·- ·
e1 Keoghs' kin
u Smooth as - -

eers
Race To Save
Braves at Reds
The Planet
World of War

News

Miami Vice

Bargain: Furnished 2 bedroo
duplex 1/2 block from campu
1720 10 St. 348-0440.
-----~-------,-1
2 bedroom apt. for rent. $175
month plus electric. Phone 34
6201
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Hl/1
Available Spring Semester 2
room furnished apartment. 3
7746.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _1
Apartment for rent 1-4 peopl
Very close to campus. Jim W
Century 21 Wood Real Esta!
345-4489

Wesley Foundation will have a Choose Life Bible Study today at 6:
p.m. in the Wesley Foundation Student Center.
Campus Bible Study will meet today at NOON in the Oakland Room.
Wesley Foundation will have a Choose Life Bible study tonight at
p.m. in the Wesley Foundation Student Center.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Large Group is CANCELED due
Fall Break. We will have a regular meeting next Thurs.
Basic Skills Test Seminar Oct. 8 from 7-8 p.m. in 203 Buzzard. li ·
will include: Test content, test taking techniques, and reporting of t
results. Important for those obtaining Illinois Teaching Certificate.
ROTC lab today at 1500 hours at Archery Mound.
PRSSA NO MEETING today.
Black Student Union Duke and Duchess Contest. Reminder that
entry forms are due no later then 3p.m. TODAY in the Union.
Alcohol Awareness Week Planning Committee NO MEETING u
Oct.11.
Alpha Phi Omega will have a pledge meeting Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. in 1
Coleman.
Leo Club will meet Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. at 1436 9th Street. Please call
not attending 348-8651

~~
ACROSS

News
Tonight

2 bedroom furnished apartment,
1 1/2 bath, dishwasher, free laundry facilities. 1017 Woodlawn
348-7746.

Today at

ANNOUNCEMENTS

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

ATTENTION special couple
wants to give your baby a loving
home. Give your baby and us a
chance. Attorney involved. Call
collect. Mary Ellyn and Chuck.
(708) 352-1656
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Young married couple wanting to
adopt baby. Will provide loving
secure home. Medical and legal
expenses paid. Call collect Don
or Diane 217-483-3341 after 5
p.m. or attorney 217-352-8037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1-4,8
Adopted two year old wishes to
share loving .home with a little
brother or sister. Please help us fill
ou r empty nursery with another
child to share our love and devotion. For more information call Brad
or Sue collect (606) 873-2271 or
contact Atty. Glenna (217) 3527941 All legal expenses paid.
10/1-4,8

L.A. Law

Jeffersons
Movie:
WorldWar3

Simpsons

Beverly Hills
Movie:Friendship 90210
Secrets and Lies

Mystery!

Gunsmoke

Are you being served? Tracey Ullman
Movie: The
Molly Dodd
Lodger
Moonlighting

Andy Grifftth
Arsenic Hall

Terra X
Beyond 2000
Adventurers

Diving
Survival!

American Album

H.S. Sports Action
Combat!
Golden Years
of Television
Streets of
San Francisco

Movie To
Have

...-:----::=-....,...,----:-::---1217

ey Davidson Motorcycle
. Like new my price $190
call 348-8781

~-::----;-----;--10/1-00

watt per channel receiver
$150 and green Iguana 3
excellent health and tame
59 phone 348-0442
8/30-00
=6-::F""O""R""D:-;:-ES"'"c=o-=R=T' 2 DR.
E 4 SPEED EXCELLENT
ITION $2, 100 O.B.O. 345-

1217

=-=c:--:A"'""'M=ER=-o=-=R-=s-=T'""-T=-=oc=p-=s-=Power
A/C cassette V-8 automatic
drive 100,000 warranty call
1AFTER10 P.M. OR 356$10,000 neg.
9/10-00
=e=-=R""'N,.,..M""E'""N=T:-cS=-:E=-:1-=z=::ED Vehifrom $100. Fords. Mercedes.
ettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your
a. (1) 805-687-6000 Ext. S-

7
10/19
7_c_a_m_e_ra VCR
-,,-s._,M,..,.....,at7hic-s-:-H.,-,l-=-F0 1
In stereo monitor all remote
new take $800. 348-5460.

....-,,-,--,--,-----c--c-7-o-'1217

istic Logic controlled AM-FM
o reverse car cassette $325
in box take $175. 348-5460.
--;'.c-:-;--:-;--.,-...,-----:12/7
alistic Mach two speakers
antz 130W EQAMP Sankyo
ette deck technics turntable
. 348-5460.

1217

i--7
m-r~1~9~87=-:-Yc-a-m-a7
h-a-=a~o-cctwo

ter, low Mileage , economical
O.B.O. Call Todd 581-5926
---.,..,.,-,:-=---=-----=--12/7
nnon/JVO Stereo System
500 and a Fisher 100 WATT
eo System $1000. Call after
p.m. 348-5350.
;.-,-,-,-----,-----,-----,-12/7
rugs, oval and round, red,
ue, green $5-$15. Almost new
lbar w/driving lamps tor mini$60. 345-2473 after 2 p.m.
,..,..,.--,---,--,---,-,-c--~12/7

O Honda Accord Hatchback.
ns. Body very rough. Good
and work car. $400 OBO.
ve message 348-7841. FREE
PPIES.
=-::c-=--:-"--=~-==~:-.,-~12/7
985 Dodge Colt SE, Hatchback
400. 1988 Ford Escort 4
, Low mileage, $3250. 3457
_-=-:,.,---,--=,.----=-=-~-9/27 -00
7 Honda Elite 80 Blue 1,000
iles. Like new $900.00 OBO
0490.

FOUND: Kitten, black and white

with green eyes. Found early Saturday. Call 345-4984.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
IO's FOUND: JULIE PETERSON
pick up your l.D. and driver's
license at the DEN Rm 127 Buzzard Bldg.

JASON KELLNER: It won't be
known Nationally but I'll always
know in my heart that you 're the
best big brother. Good luck with
mid-terms! Love, Liz.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
TAWMI, Have a great weekend!
I'll be thinking of you while I'm in
Pennsylvania. Love Your Extra
Special Tri Sigma Sis, Brandi.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10/4
DEB, Thanks tor being such an
AWESOME fr.iend ·and. roomie!I
-8igma L-011e,--K-er. - -·--- - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

Hey Jennifer L., You're awesome.
. .but you know that right?! Sigma
Love, Christy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
TRACY SINNOTT: TODAY you
can wear a sweatshirt! Hal Ha!
Tri-Sigma Love, Tawmi.
.,---..,..,.-------10/4
Jennifer M., Hey-have a great
weekend! Keep your chin up
throughout the rest of pledging.
Sigma Love and Mine. Kim.
~--,,...---,-----10/4
Stacey Salyes-You are an awesome pledge and V.P. Study hard
for Sunday. Sigma Love & Mine
Lockie.
~~--,~~-,--~,..----10/4

Dave Looby and Robin Gill. Hey
you stud-muffins , good luck on
the LSAT. We know you'll do
GREAT! Love Audrey and Gina.
~--------10/4
HEY JULIE ALLEN, Have a great
weekend roomie! Nooooooo Rain
dances!! Sigma Love, Michelle.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Melanie: Enjoy your Fall Breakl
Let's party at IKES sometime.
You're AWESOME! Sigma Love,
Melissa.
=-----..,--.,.--,-.,....--,----,-10/4
Dorene lnsel, Hey honey here's
that long-awaited ad! Have a
great weekend and get psyched
·for h~ecoming! Sigma Love,
ERIN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
ERIN MAHONEY-How 'bout a
champagne breakfast? What's
his name? They don't have that
here!! Let's get together for
another "Knoll's" party. Have a
great weekend! Sigma Love,
Lora.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
BRANDY-Stay Sweet and Special Always if you ever need anything call me. My phone is never
busy. (JK) Sigma Love, Catie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Jennifer Cleary, Have a great day,
and keep up the good work
Pledging. Sigma Love, Lori.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
KELLY NINNIS-What would I do
without you? I love ya! Sigma
Love from your #1 roomie-Nicole.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
BETH ROTHLEY: I miss the old
Andrews gang! Let's go out soon!
Sigma love, Deb.
,,..---,--:::-----~,..---10/4
Caty & Pete, congratulations on 1week! We miss you guys! Hope
the earrings from the Mattoon
Wal-mart are holding up! Hope to
see you soon! Love, Your chicks!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Monica Carey, You 're the best
Alpha Garn Mom ever! I hope you
have fun this weekend! Love,
Jackie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
RACHEL YOUNG-You ' re an
awesome pledge sister! Keep up
the great work. Tri-Sigma Love,
Sherri.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Carol Hackett: You 're a great
pledge sister. Keep your spirits up
and get psyched tor the best of
times! Sigma Love , Karen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Tri Sigmas : You guys are awe some!! Have a Fun & Sate Fall
Break!! Get ready for Homecoming '90 !
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
St. Jude Novena: May the Sacred
Heart of Jesus be adored, glorified , loved and preserved
throughout the world now and forever. Sacred Heart of Jesus pray
for us. St. Jude worker of miracles, pray for us. Say this prayer
9 times a day. By the 8th day
prayer will be answered . Has
never been known to fail.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

HEY LAMBDA CHIS: We hope
you're getting as PSYCHED for
Homecoming as we are!! Lets
make this Homecoming the best
ever!! Love, the Women of Delta
Zeta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
DELTA ZETA FLAG FOOTBALL
TEAM: You guys have been
doing an awesome hob!! Keep up
the good work! We are all so
proud of you! Love, Your Sisters.
~~~~------10/4
JOBETH-Thanks for all your help
with homecoming. You're awesome. Sigma Love, Liz.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
DELTA ZETAS and LAMBDA
CHIS would like to wish everyone
a fantastic Homecoming Week!!
Hope everyone has a "BLAST"!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
TOM CHITWOOD and RICH
MILLER: Just wanted to let you
guys know how excited we are for
Homecoming!! All of our hardwork is definitely going to pay off!!
You guys are the best Homecoming Co-Chairs Ever! Love, Jayme
and Kris.
~-------,----10/4
MICHELLE MILLER: Congratulations on getting lavaliered!! We
are all so excited for you!! Love,
Your Delta Zeta Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
CARA OLSICK: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered!! We all wish
you the best!! Love, Your Delta
Zeta Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
TAMA HARDT: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Dan Barrett of Delta Tau Delta. You Delta
Zeta Sister wish you the best!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
TOM, ERIC, STEVE and DAN: To
the
best
flag
football
coaches-you guys are the
GREATEST!! THanks tor all you
have done for us and making
everything so fun!! We love you!!
Love, the Delta Zola Flag Football Team.
~~~~-~-,-----10/4
KRISTIN-Baaaa! Have a great
weekend and thanks tor being an
awesome roomie . Sigma Love,
Nicole.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Kathy Lockie-Well, Miss "President," you 're doing a great job .
Keep it up an continue making
the best our of pledging! Sigma
Love, Debbie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Diane Mabrey, Have a great
weekend. When 's that secret ceremony? Sigma Love, Julie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 10/4
DEANA WOOD: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Kurt Hurlbrink of Lamda Chi Alpha! We are
all so happy tor you!! Love, Your
Delta Zeta Sisters.
~~-~--~-,---~10/4
"NIKKl "-Get psyched tor those
grocery carts! Sigma Love, your
Xtra Special Sis, "IFER"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Michelle K., Hows 'bout you, me,
and a couple tow, three of the girlz
get together tor 4 o'clock club at
Marty's? Have a great weekend,
and get psyched for Homecoming!
Sigma Love, Kristin.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
SUZANNE HEYD AND JULIE
BENNETT: You two are the roommates & Sigma ever!! Too bad
you guys are DORKS! (HA) Love
ya , Nicki.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JoBeth-You are the best big Sis
anyone could ask for! (Even
though you 're never home)
Thanks tor all your help! Sigma
Love and mine, Jennifer.
--~-------10/4
Angie-Thanks tor being a great
friend and sister! Keep up the good
work during pledging! Tri-Sigma is
#1 . Sigma Love, Jennifer.
- - - - - , - - - - - , - -10/4
Jennifer Butzinger-You are an
AWESOME Sigma roomie!
Please don 't get hurt in tootball anymore , I don 't think we
. can stand 1tl! Sigma Love,
- Auli ___ : ____ - -- - ---·- ---~
10/4

LIZ, Thanks tor letting me lean on
you. Sigma Love, Dorene.
~~-~~~----10/4
TRACI, CONGRATULATIONS!
YOU'RE THE BEST MOM! Phi
Sig Love, Marlynn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Bethany Windish: Have a great
weekend! I can't wait to see you
at Coronation Tuesday night! I'm
so proud of you; good luck!
Sigma Love, Melanie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Amy Layman: Fall break is finally
here, so enjoy your weekend!
Smile! Sigma Love, Melanie.
.,.---o-::---=-----,---10/4
Jennifer Bruster, have a safe
weekend and get psyched for
homecoming. Sigma Love, Barb.
=--,---------10/4
Stephanie Stanley. Have a fun fall
break and start looking forward to
Homecoming. Let's go out and
party!! Sigm Love, Suzanne.
.,-----------10/4
Jennifer Maurer, You are the
greatest Tri Sigma Pledge. I'm
very proud of you. Have a great
weekend! Love your Big Sis,
JoBeth.
,..,------=---,,--,-----10/4
Huggy Bear, I love you very
much! Are you happy that you got
an ad? Let's have a blast this
weekend! Love, Huggy Bear.
=-o---=---,-,.....-..,-----,-10/4
Brian, Greg, Kevin and Dave. You
guys are the best A-G Bra's in the
world. Let's have a blast with
Homecoming. Love, JoBeth.
--,-,---,~--,--,----,---10/4

Becky Lindblade, Have a great
Fall Break! See you Monday, so
be excited for Homecoming! Tri
Sigma Love, JoBeth.
- - , - - - - - ----10/4
Sara Hilyard : Have a great Fall
Break!! Get excited tor Homecoming! Go Tri Sigma!! Shelly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
KARA DRISCOLL & KATIE
FREELUND : Happy Birthday!!
Can't wait to celebrate this weekend. ALLLRIGHT!! Love, Kathy &
Tammy.
~--------10/4
BEANIE , Pledging with you has
been the best! Have a great
weekend . Sigma Love, Michelle.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Barb Schoen , Keep up the good
work on pledging. Have a tun,
sate break . Sigma Love and
Mine. Sara.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
LAURA BENTON : You 're a great
sister-Keep smiling! Love, Kelly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Leah, You're an awesome daughter! Keep up the good work with
pledging! Phi Sig Love, Mom .
~,..-----,--,--,--,.,----10/4

Chicago Black Hawks vs . New
York Rangers 7:30. Boomer 's
Sports Bar.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Tracy Church you are doing an
awesome job as Efficiency Chairman. Have a great day! Sigma
Love, Liz M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

Quick cash . Highest prices for
jewelry, gold, silver, anything of
value. The Pawn Shop. 348-1011

1217

s=T=R""u_,,T=-y'"'o""'"'u=R....,s=T""u=F=F,,..1=R-en-t costumes for EIU Homecoming
Parade! Choose from 3000 with
groops available. By appointment
345-2617 GRAND BALL COSTUMES!
ca 9/ 17-2810/1-12
G~ET~O=RG=A~N~IZEDI BUY CD AND
CASSETTE RACKS CUSTOM
HANDMADE WOOD RACKS
BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS . AFFORDABLE FOR A
COLLEGE BUDGET CALL nOW345-7964.
--,~-=-~~-=--,-~-=-10/5
12 TANS FOR $25 12 TANS FOR
$25 12 TANS FOR $25 THE
TANNERY 345-4269
_ _ _ca. 10/2,4,9, 11, 16, 18,23
Need a Paper Typed? Call 3480735
10/9
H_A_L_L~O-W~E-E~N--C-0-S~T~UME

RENTAL! Huge adult selection Very reasonable rates. 345-2617
ca 10/1-4,8-11 ,15-18,22-25,29-31
TOKEN CHECK CASING REGISTRATION EXTENDED. WE
CASH PAYROLL, MONEY
ORDERS, PARENTS, AUNTS,
GRANDMAS . COME IN AND
REGISTER. TOKEN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_ _ca 10/3;4,8,10,12,15,17,19
Invite me to your next House
Party - Fund Raiser - Kegger.
345-2620. MAX'S MUNCHIES.
--,--,--,------10/10
ROCS is now open tor functions , parties , or group organizations with a new look, new
owner, and new deals. Call lim
at 345-4097 or Chris at 345 8616 tor details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31
Congratulations to our 26 new
pledges. Looking forward to getting better acquainted with all of
you. Thanks to all E.S.A. members and pledges tor their help in
making our "Save A Life tor St.
Jude" Project a success in Mattoon . St. Jude Hospital will
receive over $3000 thanks to you!
Thelma
10/4
- =1U~'-s ---=
FA~V
~
O~R""IT
=-E-=-co
B-:::E""E=R T E
SHIRTS ARE BACK IN STOCK
AT TOKENS . FOR THESE AND
OTHER GREAT CLOTHING
SELECTIONS SHOP TOKENS
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_ _ _ _ca 10/3,4,9,11 ,16,18
TOP OF ROCS IS BACK! NOW
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR PRI VATE FUNCTIONS AND PARTIES . CONTACT TIM AT 3454097 OR CHRIS AT 345-8616.
~~-~--=--=--~10/31
Christy, Get excited for Formal!
Let's go out real soon. Sigma
Love, Elin.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Audrey- Barn dance! Formal!
Barndance! Formal! Can you
believe we have to find 2 dates in
1 month? Sigma Love, Tedra
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

Calvin and Hobbes
I "E.'s
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--,--,--,~.,-----=..,----,-,-10/4

Special Sigma Sis Kristen
Schoonaer, Today is because of
you. Me and my dude thank you.
Sigma loves, Rachel
--,--=-,..--------10/4
J.J . To the woman on my left .
Hope you have an awesome
week and one long weekend. Get
psyched tor HOMECOMING!! TriSigma love-Stacey
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
KRISTY KOCH: The dog will be
out tonight! Don't miss your second chance! Sigma Love, Kristen.
~~~~~~-=--,----10/4
DELTA SIGS- The Barbecue was
great! Get psyched for Homecoming! Love, The ALPHA PHIS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
BARB LUCAS: How's your boy?
Have a great weekend! Tri-Sigma
Love, Kim .
--,=-=.,....,---,.,..,.---,---,-~1 0/4
CAREY HULL: Hey Care BearHave a great weekend. Next
week will be awesome . Sigma
Love and Mine, Tricia
10/4
J'"'E=N""'N-=-1F=E=R~B-=R'"'o'"'s=T=E=R=---T=-o the
BEST little sister ever! Have an
awesome weekend. Oh, and by
the way- it's nol the quote of the
day but the quote of the YEAR!!
Let's party with passion next
week. (Ya know what kind) Sigma
Love and all mine - Tricia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Cindy Maloney, You are an awesome pledge sister and future
roomie! Have a good weekend!
Sigma love , Dana
_ _ _ _ _ ___,___ 10/4
Wendi , You are the best mom
and roomie ever. Have fun but be
good in Iowa this weekend!
Sigma Love, Beth
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JENNIFER RUDE : Have you written yet today? Let 's go to Ike's
after class again! Sigma Love ,
Beth
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JIM SMITH: Happy 22-nd l-( Boy
are you old!) Let's have a greai
weekend in St. Louis! Love, Jen!
nie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Seann- or is it Shawn? Get ready
tor homecoming week! It will be a
blast! You are a great sis. Sigma
love- Kristin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JULIEA WARREN: You are an
AWESOME pledge sister! I hope
your weekend is great! Tri-Sigmas
are #1 ! Sigma Love, Rebecca
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
PHI SIGS HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEND
AND
GET
READY FOR AND EXCELLENT
HOMECOMING
WEEK !! Remember 4:00 on
Sunday! Love , George.
.,------=---=-~--1 0/4
CINDY MALONEY: Thanks for
the great talk on Monday! Sigma
Love, Rebecca
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

by Bill Watterson
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Jill Herman-You are an awesome
Sigma Sis . Sigma Love,
Stephanie.
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Carey- Good luck with pledging! Have a great weekend .
Sigma love, Carol
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Heather, Get psyched for an
awesome year.
Vacuum
Cleaner free . You are a special
Sigma Sis! Sigma Love,
Shannon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Carol Mat_!lis! How are you feeling today? You are finally 21.
Sigma Love, Lisa F.
-~------10/4
Phi Sig Lambdas- hope you all
have a great weekend! We love
you! The Actives
,,-.,....--,~---,-.,---,--=--~10/4

THE WOMEN OF SIGMA
KAPPA would like to wish
Shannon Kennerly and JEFF
REDICK the best of luck on the
LSAT!
~--~~----10/4
SIG KAPS: Have a great weekend!
Get
excited
for
Homecoming '90 with the Sigs!
,...,----.,....,.---,--,--,--,.-,....,..-10/4
Shannon M. - Yeah! You are
finally 19! - we have to go out
soon . You are an awesome
Sigma Sister! Love, Jill
-:----c-:-:-=~,,..-~--.,..,-1 0/4
Hey "WEGZ 46 " - Hubba
Hubba, Love ya, Jill
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JEFFERY REDICK : GOOD
LUCK ON SATURDAY! I WILL
BE THINKING OF YOU ! LOVE ,
JODI
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/4
BETHANY : Your a great
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA pledge
sis and I luv ya!! Good luck on
being Freshman Attendant -I
know you will win!! Sigma Love,
Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
SARA KENDALL: Have an
awesome 21st Birthday Babe!
Get
pumped
up
for
Homecoming- its gonna be a
bl~iit!! ~igma Love, Jen
'
10/4

KRISTEN DABROWSKI : It is
okay if you get crazy once in a
while, we will still be your roommates . Just don't run out of
cereal! You are also a great
Treasurer! Sigma love Jenn
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JENNIFER BALDRIDGE: You
are a great friend and roommate. Thanks for all the rides.
Hope to see a ring soon! Sigma
Love, Diane
~-~-----10/4
Carey, Good luck with homecoming next week. You are an
awesome girl, and I am proud
to call you my sister. Sigma
Love, Mary
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Denise Dolak: You are an awesome roomie! Have a great
weekend! Sigma Love, Heather

B.

-~-~----10/4
Jennifer Bowen : Hope you
have a great weekend!
Remember, my closet is your
closet!! Tri-Sigma Love, Seann
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
NICKI MITCHELL : Have a
great weekend and get
psyched for Homecoming ,
Western Style . Sigma Love ,
Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
SHELLY BURT: Have a great
fall recess. Looking forward to
next week. Sigma Love and
mine, Alicia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Kim Witte , Have a great Fall
break. See you when you get
back. Sigma Love, Angie
~--,-,-----,---10/4

Rebecca Farris , Have a great
weekend, especially with you
know who. I know I will. Sigma
Love, Fer!
10/4
J,,...U,,...L""'IE,....C,,...A=~=A.,...LA--N=E,..,LL....,0,....:-Y,.,.-ou are
the best sister have a great fall
break. Get psyched for homecoming. Sigma Love, Carey
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

EIU DORM RENTAL
FRIG SPECIAL

Mini-Frig $25 til May '91
Jr. Maxi-Frig $29 til May '91

Mark- I am so proud of you!
You will look great in the letters!
Love always , S.C.
-:--..,....---=----.,......-,-=-1014
Heather Benson : or is it Buela?
Are you ready for another bowling game? Sigma Love, Barb
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
JENNIFER BOWEN : Keep
smiling and have a great break!
Sigma love, Jennifer
,-----=--_ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Carla- Try not to stress about
next week, we will have a blast!
You are the best and you
always have me to make you
laugh! Sigma Love and mine,
Jill
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Lisa Fisher: Have an awesome
weekend and get ready for
homecoming! Sigma love,
Michelle
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Beka Cassiday.: Hey roomie
have an AWESOME weekend.
Can't wait for G.Q. Sigma Love,
Michelle
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Julie Howard: Hope every1hing
goes okay this "deep in the
heart of Texas" Sigma Love, Di.
- : - - - - - - - - - 1 0/4
Karen Malrosi : Hey pledge
baby! Get psyched for homecoming. Enjoy fall break, and
keep those signatures coming.
Sigma Love, Julea
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Kamen Malrosi: Hey sweetie!
You are doing an awesome job
with everything . Let's go out
soon . Sigma Love, Heather.

Dana, You are an awesome TriS i gm a! Have a great Fall
Break. Sigma Love, Angie
..,....--=----,-----,,.--,,-,,,...,,-.,--10/4
Liz Downing - OOPS I mean
Goose. Have a great weekend.
Sigma Love, Denise
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
TRI-SIGMA HOUSEGIRLS :
Have a great weekend! See
you all on Monday. Sigma
Love, Jennifer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
MARY BETH MARSHALL: To
my awesome little sis- have a
great weekend! Sigma Love,
Jennifer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
AUDREY MCKENNA: You are
the best BIG SIS! I love ya.
Thanks. Sigma Love, Karen
~=-=~~~.,........,....,..-10/4
HEATHER WCISLO : You are
the best. I can't thank you
enough for every1hing you have
done for me. I'm so proud your
my Tri-Sigma sister. Luv ya
honey! Sigma love, Karen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
To the Phi Sigma Float CrewYou guys are doing a great job.
Keep it up. Love, Zoya
-~------10/4

ALICIA: You are an awesome
sigma sister. We gotta get
together soon . Tri-Sigma Love,
Nikki
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Michelle Horstmann- Hey
Venus! Aren 't Sigma Pi's great?
Have an Awesome break. You
deserve it. Keep catching those
passes! Sigma Love, Amy L.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Kim Krumcake - Try taking
lessons on canoeing before rowing 15 miles down Turkey Run!
Get psyched for Homecoming!
Sigma Love, Tracy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Shannon Willey, Have an awesome weekend!! Sigma Love,
Sara
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

--~-----10/4

Tedra, Great party last week!
Promise there were no long
distance phone calls. Let's go
out soon. Sigma Love, Heather.
----..,....---,---10/4
Sara Kendall : Happy 21st
Birthday LIL' ONE!!! You are
the greatest TRI-SIGMA Iii' sis
anyone could have!! Love, Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
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THURSDAY'S SPECIALS

$200 Quarts 50¢ 16 oz. Drafts

SUZANNE HEYD AND NICKI
MITCHELL: This has been the
BEST year living with you two!!!
YOu guys are the best!! Love,
Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
ANGIE WADSWORTH AND
CARD HACKETT: my #1 A-kid.
Sigma Love, Leavey

Heavy V: congrats on Sigma Cti
activation. Love, your two Geneva
Buddies, Heather and Seri
~-,,-,,,~-,-,~~--~10/4
SHERRI DUNNE : Hey Ford
Hall Sigma buddy! Have a nice
day and a great weekend!
Sigma tove;-;terr

~..,,,....,...,....,..~,..,...,...,....,...,...---1014

Jennifer Cleary: You are doing
an awesome job pledging!
Keep up the great work! Lets
go to lunch soon! Sigma Love,
Your big sis
.,..,.-,---..,,----,-,--.,------,-,---1 0/4
Michelle Krumholz: You are an
awesome Sigma Sister! Ge
psyched for homecoming! It is
gonna be a blast!!! Sigma Love.
Butz

TRICIA HORSMAN: You are an
awesome Sigma Love, Leavey
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
Lori, I am so glad you are one
of my pledge sisters . Let's
make the best of it. Have fun.
Sigma Love, Cyndi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
DEBBIE HEAD: You are an
awesome Tri-Sigma sis. Get
psyched for Homecoming .
Sigma Love, J.J.
Mary Beth: To my awesome
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4
pledge sister. Lets get psyched
Kelly Heath: Congrats on mak- for Homecoming. Sigma Love,
ing it into the flag football playGaria
offs, Tri-Sigmas are #1 Sigma
~--=---.,....,---10/4
Love, Heather J.
Susan Raney : You are th
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_,~a~
74~~g~rearesnriend and 15ig sls
Elin Wilson : You are a great kid
Can't wait to Lock Stocki
and a true friend! Have a fun
Saturday night in good ol
weekend! Sigma Love, Mom . Decatur!!! Thanks for every
P.s .
Get
psyched
for thing "Gert"! Sigma Love an
Homecoming.
mine, Carla
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/4

GET A CHARGE OUT
OF YOUR NEXT AD!

-~

The Daily Eastern News is now accepting
VISA and MASTERCARD
for your advertising convenience.

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

Grill is open 10:00 am to 8 pm

FREE DELIVERY
Call ICE BOXER
1-800-336-6036
or 345-7083

p•
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CONGRATULATIONS
to the Sig Pi's & Alpha Garns
for winning the 1st Free Party
from 111·s on Greek Night

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

••

: A Large (16")
!Sausage Pizza
:
I
I
I
I

$6.95

Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week
Offer Expires 11/4/90

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$7.95

Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4pm - 1am
2am on Weekends

909 18th Street
Charleston
348-7515

-------------------PLEASE PRESENf TI IIS COUPON WHEN l'ICKING UP OHDER
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345-3400
Expires 10/30/90

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
[ ] Gain Administrative/Management experience
for 12 hours of academic credit
[]Opportunity to work withl op government and
business officials
[ ] Open to all majors
[ ] Good oral and written communication skills
required
[ ] Must be junior or senior with minimum 2. 75
CUM. GPA
[] Graduate students must have 3.25 CUM. GPA

I
I
I
I
I
I
~ I
I
I
..

~...,..,...----,,.,------,..,....-----,1014

[ ] Must be enrolled full-time at time of application

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF STATE COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

[] Paid Internships are available for both Spring
and Summer 1991
Application Deadline Date: October 22, 1990
Application Forms are available from:
Johnetta Jones
Director, Minority Affairs
327 Coleman Hall
Phone: 581-5719

Thursday, October 4, 1990
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indy City ahead for harriers
Eastern's men's cross country
am will be heading north to
Windy City this weekend to
mpete in the Loyola Lakefront
vitational.
Loyola will be the Panthers
ird invitational this season,
d they will have a fourth at
diana two weeks before conrence on Oct. 27.
The Panthers are coming off a
ong win over Western Illinois
is past weeke,nd, so the athtes' spirits are high and the
aches are optimistic.
"We're certainly going to be
sted this weekend, but we' II
finitely be in the running,"
id head coach Neil Moore.

"It's a popular meet and it
attracts a Jot of Chicago area
schools and teams from the
Southeast Conference.
"We'll be taking IO runners,
and I feel we're going to do
pretty well. There are going to
be some tough teams there like
Alabama, Kentucky and Southern Illinois, but I know we're
going to do some damage."
This will be the team's first
shot at running 8,000 meters
since the Purdue Invit e two
weeks ago. The Panthers ' last
meet at Western was shorter and
faster, having been run over
5,000 meters.
·
!'>"Coming out of the Western
dual we had a little more soreness in the athletes than we
expected," said assistant coach

John Mcinerney. "But they're
all starting to come around
again. We're hoping to be in the
top five this weekend. There
should be between 15-20 teams
there and it's usually a pretty
high quality meet.
"Alabama is ranked 11th in
the NCAA right now, so they'll
be the overall favorite going in.
If we're going to do well, we're
going to have to run like we did
at Western ._In a dual meet, it's
much ea s ier to see who you
have to go after. But in a big
invite, it's much harder to compete specifically and know
where you stand. If we can pack
it up early and stay together
throughout the race, then we'll
be fine."

ady harriers travel to Loyola
Eastern 's women's cross
untry team will be traveling to
icago for the Loyola Lakent Invitational at Montrose
bor this weekend.
The team has been improving
times each meet, and for the
ond week in a row, each runer has been earning her sea's best times.
Twenty-two teams will be
articipating in the Loyola
vitational, including Eastern.
stern will participate against
wo teams from the Gateway
onference - Bradley and

Illinois State. Eastern has run
against Illinois State in its last
two meets.
The Lady Panthers will be
sending eight runners to participate in the meet. Brooke
Roberts, Ti Jaye Rhudy, Aislinn
Wiley, Tracey Hoffman, Chris
Cozzi, Kathy Glynn, Kala Scott
and Diana Unes will be representing Eastern.
Some of the team members
are optimistic about the race on
Saturday. "Compared to the
teams we ran against last week
at the Illinois Invite, they 're not
as tough as the teams that were
there last week," said freshman
Brooke Roberts , the L ady

Panthers' top runner. "Our team
is getting a lot better with each
meet we run."
·
"I hope my time will be the
same as last week," Rhudy said.
"I still want to be under 19 minutes. I really feel like we're
coming together as a team and
everyone's improvements are
encouraging."
"I want them to run an
aggressive, competitive race,"
said head coach John Craft.
"Our goal is to run a competitive race and come out healthy
and uninjured and obviously
place as high in the rankings as
a team."

ence and third in the nation in allpurpose yardage, averaging 174.8
per game.
But the Panthers lack of execution inside of their opponents' 25yard line has led them to the basement in Gateway scoring offense
with 12.8 points per game.
"It's more people doing the right
things at the right time together,"
Spoo said of his offense's poor
scoring output. "It always seems to
be - for example, we looked at film
(Tuesday), and on a call we make,
three guys on the line made the call,
but one doesn't. It's that one individual that hurts you."

Gateway Conference
Standings

TONIGHT
NO COVER
ALL NIGHT!

$2 Pitchers
$1

Bud, Bud Lt., Lite
& Genuine Draft
$ J .so Long Island Iced Tea
& California Lemonade
$ 1 Blue-Tail Flies

©

BilliaFe-Bar - Rest!urant
345-STIX

StIX

Open
Everyday 10-3
Sunday 12-12

0@)
-THURSDAYCorona Imports $1.35
Cuervo Tequilla Shots $1.25
Michelob Draft 1Ooz 75¢

Restaurant Now Open
Free Pool for "A Splash of Class" Live DJ
Nitely

anthers
• From page 12

s.
"We've improved (our rushing)

er last year," Ball said. "We still
improvement. Over the last
years, we've been so banged
, this is the first time in many
that we 're all healthy, so that
uld benefit us."
The Panthers are led by a freshan at quarterback themselves ff Thome. Thome has averaged
yards per game so far this year
his five starts.
Eastern halfback Jamie Jones
the conference and is I0th in
e nation with 105.4 yards per
e. He is also first in the confer-

Southwest Missouri
Northern Iowa
Illinois State
Western Illinois
Southern Illinois
EASTERN
Indiana State

Gateway
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-3

Overall
4-1
2-2
2-3
1-3
2-3

1-4
1-4

Saturday's games
Eastern at Western Illinois*
Illinois State at Northern Iowa*
Southern at Southwest Missouri*
Murray State at Indiana State

I

$6.90

Delivered

345-2844

Delivered

1

L------------------~

Saturday, Oct. 20, 1990
2 p.m.
$12.50 $14.50 $15.50

TACOS
ilillllilillilili '

8:15 p.m.

Student Rush

$8
$15.50 $17.50 $18.50

Student Rush

$9

Helen Caldicott
Cesar Chavez
Chris Desser
Randy Hayes
Jesse Jackson
(tentative)

Ralph Nader
Robert Redford
Benefit Concert

Billy Bragg
BoDeans
Casselberry-Dupree

TICKET 0 RD ER S • 217178 6 - 6160
M-F 10-5 •By Mail: Ticket Office, SSU, Springfield, IL 62794-9243
Visa/MC • Valet $3.00 • Equipped for the hearing impaired • Wheelchair accessible
R ES T A U R A N T • 2171 786-6768

345-2844

C'lll (217) 333-2440
for More Information

i

L------------------~

Jerry's Pizza & Pub

Speakers Include

3 for $1

at

$8.95

Join Thousands of Students from
Across the Country at the College
Event of the Year.

"RAISES THE ROOF. A musical that
... brings the raging pulse beat of
apartheid'$ victims right into our laps."
- Frank Rich, New York Times/WQXR

DRAFfS

Ingredient Pizza
& Quart of Coke

CATA
enthusiasm, humor, righteous anger,
passion and unquenchable hope.·
- John Simon, New York Magazine

75¢

1

Ingredient Pizza
& Quart of Coke

*Gateway Conference games

PREGNANT? II

• PREGNANCY TERMINATION TO 12 WEEKS
• OUR PHYSICIANS ARE
LICENSED GYNECOLOGISTS

r------------------,
r------------------,
Large TWO
Small TWO

Panthers hope to end skid at Western
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor

For the fifth time in its first six
games, Eastern 's football team
hits the road to face Gateway
Conference opponent Western
Illinois at l: 30 Saturday at
Hanson Field in Macomb.
The Panthers, 1-4 and 0-1 in
the Gateway, will be trying to put
an end to their three-game losing
streak. The Leathernecks, 1-3,
will be attempting to stay undefeated in the conference after
defeating Indiana State 28-7 last
weekend for their first victory of
the year.
Eastern rece ived some good
news thi s week as two starters offensive guard Brad Fichte! and
tight end Tim Moore - practiced
for the first time Tuesday since
s ufferin g kn ee injurie s in the
Panthers S e pt. 8 contes t at
Northw es t L o ui s iana and are
expected to see some playing time
against Western.
And although senior linebacker
John Noll - who leads the team in
tackles with 66 - sprained his
knee in the Panthers' 28-7 loss at
Illinois State last Saturday, he is
expected to play against the
Leathernecks.
"I was surprised (Tuesday) at
practice - everybody showed,"
said head coach Bob Spoo. "John
was out moving around pretty
well, Brad Fichte! was on the
field, Tim Moore was on the field.
What appeared to be a dismal
Saturday after the game is not
really so dismal."
Spoo added that their arrival to

-

THOM RAKESTRAW/photo editor

Eastern halfback Jamie Jones runs through his defenders during football practice Wednesday afternoon at
O'Brien practice field. The Panthers trarel to Western Illinois Saturday.
practic~as livened the spirits of
their teammates.
"Moore and Fichte] seem to be
a catalyst," Spoo said. "It's a
good. positive sign. Fichte! and
Moore have made a tremendous
effort to get back for this game.
It's a definite plus.

Jurkovic joins Miami's
developmental squad
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor

Former Eastern defensive
tackle John Jurkovic, who was
waived/injured earlier this fall
by the NFL's Miami Dolphins,
re-joined the team as one of its
developmental players, his
agent said Wednesday.
The Dolphins contacted
Jurkovic's · agent, Jack Wirth,
Monday and the deal that put
Jurkovic on Miami's developmental squad was finalized
Tuesday morning, Wirth said.
"He's one of three players
they brought in there to practice
with the team," Wirth said from
his home in southwest-suburban Chicago. "What that means
is if there's an injury (at his
position), he'll be right there."
Jurkovic played as a Panther
from 1986 through last year's
Division I-AA quarterfinalist
team. In his final two years at
Ea s tern, he was named the
Gateway Conference's Defensive Player of the Year.
Jurkovic was touted as being
a middle -to late -round draft
choice for last spring's annual
NFL draft by several scouts but
was not c hosen. Miami signed
Jurkovic a fe w weeks later as a
free agent.
"They just fe lt tha t after the
game Sunday (aga in s t P itt sburgh) that that's whe re they

John Jurkoric
needed the most help, " Wirth
said, adding that Jurkovic will
be paid on a weekly basis for
the next 13 wee ks. "(Jurkovic's) a g re at kid to have
around. He has great work
ethics. It's good that he's back
into the flow of things. He was
on the street waiting for something to happen. I hope everything works out."
Jurkovi c left hi s h o me in
Calum e t C ity fo r Mi a mi la te
T uesday a nd co uld no t b e
reached. T he Dolphins are 3- 1
in the AFL East and are t ied
with the B uffa lo B ill s fo r first
place.

" I do see them getting some
playing time . I don't see them
playing the whole game. Coach
(Roy) Wittke is saying 20-some
plays for those guys. That will
have some impact. It will alleviate some of the problems I would
hope."

Illinois State is under first year
head coach Randy Ball, who took
over for Bruce Craddock .
Craddock succumbed to cancer
on February 22 following a succe s sfu I seven years as the
Leatherneck coach.
Ball said that his team has

reacted positively to Craddock's
death.
"There are definitely thought
about him, but they're all positiv
thoughts," Ball said. "It isn't hav·
ing any negative aspects on th
players at all. (Craddock) was
great coach and an outstandin
human being . The kids realiz
that it's a part of life and that they
have to deal with it, and they hav
very well."
After a 4-7 season last fall an
a slow start thi s year, Ball sai
that his team's victory last wee
and the fact that this game i
Western 's homecoming has hi
players upbeat.
"I think th e y ' d have to be,
Ball said. 'This is a big game f
us against Eastern. I hope thei
ready - this could be a very larg
game."
The Leathe rneck s are led b
freshm a n qu a rterbac k Willi
Davis, who j umped into the line
up last week and led his offen ·
to victory. Spoo compared Davi
to Illinois State quarterback Bri
Chaney.
"He's a tall, good looking ath
lete - s imilar to Chaney," Spo
said. "He has those kind of tool
he has a good arm, he moves pret
ty, well - that's where the similari
ties are."
Western also has two solid run
ning backs in seniors Mike Co
and Bernard Holloway. The tw
rank No. 4 and 5 respectively i
the conference rushing race wi
84.7 and 65.5, and Cox ran wil
against Indiana State, gaining I
• Continued on page I 1

Booters to battle Crusaders Friday
By R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

Eastern 's soccer team will try
to get back on the winning track
as it hosts Mid-Continent
Conference foe Valparaiso at 4
p.m. Friday at Lakeside Field:
The Crusaders are 4-6-1 under
head coach Danny Jefftich, who
said that his squad is young but
will come into the contest with
the attitude that it can win the
game.
"We are starting six freshmen," Jefftich said. "We may be
a little inexperienced, but we are
physically and mentally ready for
the game. We have had all week
to prepare for the game against
Eastern and things have gone
well in practice."
Valparaiso is Jed by sophomore forward Brian Thiel. Thiel
is third in the MCC in scoring
with six goals and six assists.
Thiel earned honorable mention
All-MCC as a freshman last year.
The Cru saders second-leading
scorer is sophomore midfielder
Chris Kanagy with four goals
and two assists. Jefftich said that
he e xpects big things from hi s
two top guns.
"Everyone knows that T hiel is
our main weapon." Jefftich said.
"But we expect big games from
our oth e r players, too. Ka nagy
can do things also.''
Jefftich said that he is aware of
the way in wh ic h Eastei·n plays
its game.

"(Eastern
coach)
Cizo
(Mosnia) always has his teams
prepared," Jefftich said. "This is
a conference game and we are
going to come out and play
aggressive. We have nothing to
lose. All we can do is our best."
Panther goalkeeper Dave
Middleton said that Eastern just
needs a victory.
"We want to get a victory,"
Middleton said. "They will play
aggressive, but we must control
the ball. This is the start of the
second half of the season and it
is a conference game. We need to
make this a building point."
Eastern is riding a 17-game
unbeaten streak in MCC play.
The streak dates back over the
yf>ast four seasons.
"This is a confere nce game
that we should win," Middleton
said. "It's also a h·o me game. All
the factors in it show that we
should get back on track. If we
can't find the will to win now, I
don ' t know what it will take."
After a 1-5 roadtrip, the
Panthers are glad to be returning
to Lakeside Field.
"Everybody is happy to be
home ," sophomore fullb ac k
Julian M artinez said. "We need
to communicate as a team . We
just need a win."
Eastern beat Valpo last season
6-0 at Lakes ide F ie ld as seni or
fo rw ard Mari o M ih a lic led the
way wi th a hat - tr ick. B ut th e
Panthers are witho ut several of
their top players.

Sophomore forward To
Waters will sit out after receivi
a red card in the team's previo
loss to Texas Christian. Juni
midfielder Terry Dixon is que
tionable with an infection an
junior
midfielder
Davi
Glendinning is battling a ba
back.
Freshman fullback Ti
McDonald broke a rib in th
Souther Methodist game an
could be lost for the remainder o
the season, and sophomore for
ward George Janovich is stil
nursing a bad hamstring and isn'
I 00 percent, although he did se
some action during the trip t
Texas.
The absence of these player
from the Panther lineup ha
Mosnia "re-shuffling" his roster.
"With the injuries, we have t
put some players where the
might not feel very comfortable,'
Mosnia said. "I have heard tha
they are aggressive and physical
But we can 't be intimidated."
Mosnia said that he doe sn'
care what the score is, as long a
Eastern plays well.
"We jus t n eed to fee l g oo
about ourselves," Mosnia said. ''I
don 't care if it is I0-0, or 1-0 as
long as we fee l good about it."
Mosnia added that the team
hasn ' t reac hed the po int that it
would like to be at yet.
··we haven ·t peaked to a point
whe re we are steady. A ll we can
do is go up."

